Hi Soulful Song Lovers and Story Tellers, “Helping, Fixing, or Serving?”
This is the fourth of Friday emails that we’re sending out
about songs, stories, storytelling, community, or personal/
spiritual growth until we meet again. Nothing goody-twoshoes, just pieces that we hope will inspire, uplift, and keep
you champing at the bit for the resumption of Soulful
Songs & Stories.
One of the nice things about Soulful Songs and Stories is
that none of us are selling anything—not ideas, not religion, not advice, not widgets. As your guides on this journey, we come empty-handed to our meetings—well, almost. We have one song and two or three short readings.
We invite you to tell us the things about which you are an
expert: YOU. As we all invite each other to speak, we listen
... openheartedly. It’s almost the antithesis of giving advice
or helping.
Before we go any further, here’s a music video for you to
watch: Duelling Sitars, Bill Bailey and Soumik Datta:
https://youtu.be/_SBue1DuCyc This piece is like improvisational jazz or a call-and-response: each musician invites
the other to participate and then creates space for the other
to respond. Sometimes words aren’t even necessary: our
presence is what really matters. A dazzling musical conversation.
This is from Parker Palmer: “During my depression, there
was one friend who truly helped. With my permission, Bill
came to my house every day around 4:00 PM, sat me down
in an easy chair, and massaged my feet. He rarely said a
word. But somehow he found the one place in my body
where I could feel a sense of connection with another
person, relieving my awful sense of isolation while bearing
silent witness to my condition. By offering me this quiet
companionship for a couple of months, day in and day out,
Bill helped save my life. Unafraid to accompany me in my
suffering, he made me less afraid of myself. He was present—simply and fully present.” (OnBeing, Oct 12, 2016)

by Rachel Naomi
Remen has been one of Steve’s favorite articles for two
decades. Ramen has several anecdotal stories about the
distinction between helping, fixing, and serving, and how
that only serving heals. It’s also about the fact the one size
does not fit all. This a great guideline for everything we do
from giving advice to caregiving to philanthropy. As Belleruth Naparstek says, “People have a right to their own
lives, and we need to respect and honor that. It would be
arrogant to assume we’ve all been deputized by God to
interfere.” “Do This in Memory of Me” by Edward
Hays is a stunningly profound expression of service/consecration. Here’s more on service and charity: Dorothy
Day: “Do not give to the poor expecting to get their gratitude so that you can feel good about yourself. If you do,
your giving will be thin and short-lived, and that is not what
the poor need; it will only impoverish them further. Give
only if you have something you must give; give only if you are
someone for whom giving is its own reward.” Alan Watts:
“Nothing is really more inhuman than the benevolence
springing from pity, which acts to remove suffering because it finds the sight of it disgusting.”

Good music till we meet again:
Uplifting: “Somebody to Love” (flashmob):
https://youtu.be/RSgRApOXd9Q
Creative: “Spain,” Chick Corea and Bobby McFerrin:
https://youtu.be/_o2RS8WfcbY
Comforting: “Come Ye Disconsolate” (Samuel Webbe,
Sr., 1792), Hubert Laws: https://youtu.be/Nv2GgV34qIg
(Accompanying musicians are credited on YouTube.)
Being PRESENT is a large part of how and why we share
our stories with each other. May these songs and stories
tide you over until we meet again. Be well, stay informed,
and please do communicate with us and each other.

Namasté,
Alice and Steve

Helping, Fixing, or Serving?
Ser ving?
Rachel Naomi Remen • Fixing and helping create a distance
between people, but we cannot serve at a distance. We can
only serve that to which we are profoundly connected.
Shambhala Sun, Sep 1999, www.j.mp/hlpfxsrv (pdf) & Lion’s Roar, Aug 2017 www.j.mp/hlpfxsrv2
Helping, fixing and serving represent three different
ways of seeing life. When you help, you see life as
weak. When you fix, you see life as broken. When you
serve, you see life as whole. Fixing and helping may
be the work of the ego, and service the work of the
soul.
Service rests on the premise that the nature of life
is sacred, that life is a holy mystery which has an unknown purpose. When we serve, we know that we
belong to life and to that purpose. From the perspective of service, we are all connected: All suffering is
like my suffering and all joy is like my joy. The impulse to serve emerges naturally and inevitably from
this way of seeing.
Serving is different from helping. Helping is not
a relationship between equals. A helper may see
others as weaker than they are, needier than they are,
and people often feel this inequality. The danger in
helping is that we may inadvertently take away from
people more than we could ever give them; we may
diminish their self-esteem, their sense of worth,
integrity or even wholeness.
When we help, we become aware of our own
strength. But when we serve, we don’t serve with our
strength; we serve with ourselves, and we draw from
all of our experiences. Our limitations serve; our
wounds serve; even our darkness can serve. My pain
is the source of my compassion; my woundedness is
the key to my empathy.
Serving makes us aware of our wholeness and its
power. The wholeness in us serves the wholeness in
others and the wholeness in life. The wholeness in
you is the same as the wholeness in me. Service is a
relationship between equals: our service strengthens
us as well as others. Fixing and helping are draining,
and over time we may burn out, but service is renewing. When we serve, our work itself will renew us. In
helping we may find a sense of satisfaction; in serving

we find a sense of gratitude.
Harry, an emergency physician, tells a story about
discovering this. One evening on his shift in a busy
emergency room, a woman was brought in about to
give birth. When he examined her, Harry realized
immediately that her obstetrician would not be able
to get there in time and he was going to deliver this
baby himself. Harry likes the technical challenge of
delivering babies, and he was pleased. The team
swung into action, one nurse hastily opening the
instrument packs and two others standing at the foot
of the table on either side of Harry, supporting the
woman’s legs on their shoulders and murmuring
reassurance. The baby was born almost immediately.
While the infant was still attached to her mother,
Harry laid her along his left forearm. Holding the back
of her head in his left hand, he took a suction bulb in
his right and began to clear her mouth and nose of
mucous. Suddenly, the baby opened her eyes and looked directly at him. In that instant, Harry stepped past
all of his training and realized a very simple thing: that
he was the first human being this baby girl had ever
seen. He felt his heart go out to her in welcome from
all people everywhere, and tears came to his eyes.
Harry has delivered hundreds of babies, and has
always enjoyed the excitement of making rapid decisions and testing his own competency. But he says
that he had never let himself experience the meaning
of what he was doing before, or recognize what he was
serving with his expertise. In that flash of recognition
he felt years of cynicism and fatigue fall away and
remembered why he had chosen this work in the first
place. All his hard work and personal sacrifice suddenly seemed to him to be worth it.
He feels now that, in a certain sense, this was the
first baby he ever delivered. In the past he had been
preoccupied with his expertise, assessing and responding to needs and dangers. He had been there many

times as an expert, but never before as a human being. He wonders how many other such moments of
connection to life he has missed. He suspects there
have been many.
As Harry discovered, serving is different from
fixing. In fixing, we see others as broken, and respond to this perception with our expertise. Fixers
trust their own expertise but may not see the wholeness in another person or trust the integrity of the
life in them. When we serve we see and trust that
wholeness. We respond to it and collaborate with it.
And when we see the wholeness in another, we
strengthen it. They may then be able to see it for
themselves for the first time.
One woman who served me profoundly is probably unaware of the difference she made in my life. In
fact, I do not even know her last name and I am sure
she has long forgotten mine.
At twenty-nine, because of Crohn’s Disease, much
of my intestine was removed surgically and I was left
with an ileostomy. A loop of bowel opens on my
abdomen and an ingeniously designed plastic appliance which I remove and replace every few days
covers it. Not an easy thing for a young woman to live
with, and I was not at all sure that I would be able to
do this. While this surgery had given me back much
of my vitality, the appliance and the profound change
in my body made me feel hopelessly different, permanently shut out of the world of femininity and elegance.
At the beginning, before I could change my appliance myself, it was changed for me by nurse specialists called enterostomal therapists. These white-coated experts were women my own age. They would
enter my hospital room, put on an apron, a mask and
gloves, and then remove and replace my appliance.
The task completed, they would strip off all their
protective clothing. Then they would carefully wash
their hands. This elaborate ritual made it harder for
me. I felt shamed.
One day a woman I had never met before came to
do this task. It was late in the day and she was dressed not in a white coat but in a silk dress, heels and
stockings. She looked as if she was about to meet
someone for dinner. In a friendly way she told me
her first name and asked if I wished to have my
ileostomy changed. When I nodded, she pulled back

my covers, produced a new appliance, and in the most
simple and natural way imaginable removed my old
one and replaced it, without putting on gloves. I remember watching her hands. She had washed them
carefully before she touched me. They were soft and
gentle and beautifully cared for. She was wearing a
pale pink nail polish and her delicate rings were gold.
At first, I was stunned by this break in professional
procedure. But as she laughed and spoke with me in
the most ordinary and easy way, I suddenly felt a great
wave of unsuspected strength come up from someplace deep in me, and I knew without the slightest
doubt that I could do this. I could find a way. It was
going to be all right.
I doubt that she ever knew what her willingness to
touch me in such a natural way meant to me. In ten
minutes she not only tended my body, but healed my
wounds. What is most professional is not always what
best serves and strengthens the wholeness in others.
Fixing and helping create a distance between people,
an experience of difference. We cannot serve at a
distance. We can only serve that to which we are
profoundly connected, that which we are willing to
touch. Fixing and helping are strategies to repair life.
We serve life not because it is broken but because it
is holy.
Serving requires us to know that our humanity is
more powerful than our expertise. In forty-five years
of chronic illness I have been helped by a great number of people, and fixed by a great many others who
did not recognize my wholeness. All that fixing and
helping left me wounded in some important and
fundamental ways. Only service heals.
Service is not an experience of strength or expertise; service is an experience of mystery, surrender
and awe. Helpers and fixers feel causal. Servers may
experience from time to time a sense of being used by
larger unknown forces. Those who serve have traded
a sense of mastery for an experience of mystery, and
in doing so have transformed their work and their
lives into practice.
•
Rachel Naomi Remen, md is Associate Clinical Professor of
Family and Community Medicine at ucsf Medical School and
co-founder and medical director of the Commonweal Cancer Help
Program. She is author of the bestseller, Kitchen Table Wisdom:
Stories That Heal, and My Grandfather’s Blessings.

Do This in Memory of Me
Edward Hays, Psalms for Zero Gravity, 1998
A mother and a father, laboring for their family,
begin and end each day’s work saying,
This is my body, this is my blood.
An adult child nursing a sick elderly parent with
compassion and patient care says,
This is my body, this is my blood.
A volunteer giving time to a needy cause without
thanks or acknowledgment says,
This is my body, this is my blood.
A preacher, with prayerful study, preparing a homily
that no one may remember or be moved by, says,
This is my body, this is my blood.
A singer forgetting self and the audience, making love
out of the music, says,
This is my body, this is my blood.
Artist or teacher, dancer or doctor, auto mechanic
or office worker attending to each detail of their
work with full-hearted involvement, proclaim,
This is my body, this is my blood.
Ten thousand thousand consecrations occur daily, as
all heaven’s angels chime in, “Holy, holy, holy,” to the
thunderous praise of a thousand silent silver bells.
Listen. Listen.

